Abstract-We have recently completed a large-area, coded-aperture, gamma-ray imager for use in searching for radiation sources. The instrument was constructed to verify that weak point sources can be detected at considerable distances if one uses imaging to overcome fluctuations in the natural background. The instrument uses a rank-19, one-dimensional coded aperture to cast shadow patterns onto a 0.57 m 2 NaI(Tl) detector composed of 57 individual cubes each 10 cm on a side. These are arranged in a 19 3 array. The mask is composed of four-cm thick, one-meter high, 10-cm wide lead blocks. The instrument is mounted in the back of a small truck from which images are obtained as one drives through a region. Results of first measurements obtained with the system are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
R EMOTE detection of small quantities of radioactive materials is of interest for a variety of applications. Generally, one assumes detection is possible if the signal counts overcome the statistical fluctuations in the counts seen by the detector. Although sufficient radiation to satisfy this counting statistics argument can reach a large detector from a small source, one must also consider the systematic noise due to variations in the background itself. For large detectors, the changes in the background due to varying materials and differing lines of sight, dominate over the statistical fluctuations. This makes the detection of weak sources impossible unless the shape of the background is known in advance [1] .
Thus, for the case of a large detector and a weak source, the standard signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) expression:
(1) must be replaced by Where is the signal (background) count rate, in a detector of area, , measuring for a dwell time, . A physical interpretation of (2) is that, for an omni-directional detector, variations in the background have the same shape as a point source at modest distances. Hence, a concrete building at 20 m will look like the point source one wishes to find.
Extant work on remote detection of orphan sources [2] - [4] uses different averaging schemes to try and ameliorate this effect, but in essence, they require the counts from the source to significantly exceed the natural background flux. Hjerpe and Samuelsson [3] have looked at different techniques to reduce the effect of the varying background, however the gross count rate change from their source is still almost a factor of two greater than the ambient background.
To overcome the systematic effects and detect sources when the fluence is well below the level of natural background fluctuation, we have developed an imaging instrument [5] that makes a map of the radiation field as it traverses a region. The pixel size of the map is sufficiently small at distances out to 100 m to allow one to distinguish point from distributed objects. The background in neighboring pixels thereby provides a measure of the background, allowing one to apply the classic SNR expression of (1), increasing sensitivity by an order of magnitude or more over an omni-directional detector.
II. INSTRUMENT

A. Mechanical Design
The imager (Fig. 1) is designed around an extant set of 57, 10 cm 10 cm 10 cm NaI(Tl) detectors. These are arranged in a 3 19 array to sit behind a one-dimensional, base-19, uniformly-redundant array, coded-aperture mask [6] . The details of the design choices are provided in [5] . Briefly, the number of pixels in the imager is selected by the length of time that an object is in the instrument's field of view. For the fixed detector pixel size of our instrument, this is largely determined by the one-meter focal length. This size was selected as a compromise between vehicle width and the imager resolution (10 m) at 100 m. The imager provides only one-dimensional images-a design choice based on its intended use in suburban or lighturban areas. Searches in areas with high-rise buildings beyond three stories are significantly complicated by the extra shielding from the concrete floors prevalent in their designs.
The mask comprises individual elements of linotype metal (85% Pb, 11% Sb, 3% Sn, and 1% other materials) that are 4-cm thick by 10.8-cm wide by 100-cm high. This material was selected for its mechanical strength and lead-like stopping power. The individual elements are supported in a steel frame that allows for rotation of sections of the mask around axis of anti-symmetry. Additional mask elements may be lowered into or out of the field of view of the detector (Fig. 2) . These features allow us to exchange the mask for its inverse (anti-mask) in sequential passes past a source, providing an important means of noise control, as explained further below.
The detectors are supported from a plate mounted in a steel frame similar to that used for the mask. The detectors are separated from the plate with a 0.5 cm thick sheet of elastomer to help protect them from mechanical and thermal shock. An additional 2.5 cm of Styrofoam is placed on the front, top, sides, and bottom of the detector array as thermal insulation.
Several pieces of aluminum channel connect the mask and detector frames to fix the one-meter focal spacing and to restrict motion of one with respect to the other. The instrument relies on friction to keep it from moving within the truck. A safety strap ties the mask to the rear of the vehicle to protect the cab occupants in the event of a sudden stop. The instrument weighs 1585 kg with the 1225-kg mask comprising the bulk of this mass. The overall length of the mask is four meters.
B. Electronics Design
The low-power electronics (120 W, full system) runs off the vehicle power system. It is based on a modular concept with one circuit board per detector (Fig. 3) . The board supplies both a fast channel for triggering and a slow channel for spectroscopy. Signals above a lower-level threshold trigger the card which digitizes the output of the slow channel using a low-power, 16-bit digitizer (decimated to 12 bits to achieve nuclear quality.) The logic also sets a signal to alert the overall system that the card has data. Up to 64 of these cards can populate a motherboard that provides communications to a centrally located digital-processing card (Fig. 4) .
A field-programmable gate array (FPGA) mounted on this board reads the ADC values and forms a 32-bit digital word by adding the card number. The FPGA sends the data to a commercial PCI card [7] for processing by the data-collection computer. In addition to servicing the individual cards, the FPGA also maintains a system clock whose value is inserted at one-millisecond intervals into the data stream. Finally the FPGA card accepts events from a commercial, Doppler-radar-based "fifthwheel" that provides location information [8] . This unit generates a frequency of 100 Hz for each mile per hour of the vehicle. The FPGA board counts the pulses from this unit and provides two sequential 32-bit events (ID plus 16 bits of the count per event) every 10 counts. If the vehicle is not moving, the location count is provided every second.
III. DATA HANDLING
The data-collection computer is mounted with the other electronics in the back of the vehicle. A local-area network is used to provide the vehicle passenger with control of the system via a laptop computer. The high-level, control-and-display software is written in Microsoft Visual Basic 6 [9] . Data is collected from the National Instruments card using their NI DAQ function calls. As the data is collected, a list-mode file of the full data stream is recorded to disk for later analysis. Simultaneously, the data is parsed for image processing and display. On-line displays include a grayscale view of the 19 3 detector assembly, energy histograms of individual pixels or the entire detector array, a counts-per-meter histogram, and the image of the track past the source.
The displays are populated from the incoming data using the following methods. First, the raw data is corrected for gain and offset based on stored calibration data from previous runs with Cs and Co sources. The linearized data is then checked against possible limits in both position and energy before it is added to an energy histogram maintained for each of the 57 detectors and a "short-term" detector. The latter is a 19-element array that is used to generate the images as described below.
A. Image Generation
As an image run proceeds, data is continuously summed to the short-term detector until a fifth-wheel event occurs. Upon such an event, the current location of the imager is checked against one of 11 possible pixel boundaries. These boundaries represent the edge of "world-pixels" at different distances from the detector and are the key to understanding how an overall image such as that shown in Fig. 5 (top) is created. The simplest of these is used to generate the counts-versus-position histogram (Fig. 5, bottom) and is explained first.
For the counts-versus-position histogram, the pixel boundaries occur every meter and the histogram simply keeps track of the number of counts that occur while the imager is within that one-meter distance. Upon a fifth-wheel event, the current short-term detector is added to a dedicated "distance-specific" detector for this histogram. A check is then made to see if the detector position exceeds the next pixel boundary. If not, the code returns without further changes. If the pixel boundary has been exceeded, then the counts in the distance-specific detector are normalized to the expected dwell-time in the pixel, summed and placed in the appropriate pixel of the counts-per-meter histogram. The distance-specific detector is cleared, the time is recorded and the next pixel boundary is calculated.
Normalization to the dwell time is performed by taking the actual time spent in the pixel divided by the expected dwell time at the estimated velocity. (This number only provides an overall scale factor to the images obtained.) For this publication, the results have been further processed to give a counts-persecond value by multiplying by the assumed meters-per-second number.
The procedure to construct the overall image is only slightly more complicated. In this case, we have ten different worldpixel maps to keep track of-one for each 10-m range increment from the imager. These pixel maps have different boundaries since the sizes of the pixels increase with distance from the imager. The choice of ten, 10-m pixel maps is arbitrary. The distance information is limited by the parallax as one passes a source and more pixels increase the processing required. No optimization of the number of distance pixels has been performed to date.
During the scan (see Fig. 6 ), data is continuously accumulated into the "short-term" 19-element detector array. When a fifthwheel event occurs, the code adds the data from this array to each of the ten 19-element "distance-specific" detector arrays and resets the short-term array. It then checks to see if any of the pixel boundaries at different distances have been crossed.
Consider the world-pixel map centered at 55 m that is meant to include sources from 50 to 60 m. For a one-meter focal length, the pixels are 5.94 m wide. The absolute edge of a pixel is selected in the code by assuming the pixels for all ranges line up at location "zero" halfway through the scan (this is selected before the pass and is arbitrary.) When the code checks to see if the edge of the current 5.94-m wide pixel has been reached, it is using the edge determined at the start of the previous step. If the edge has not been reached, no further action is taken. However, if the edge of the pixel is exceeded, then the data in the distance-specific detector array is normalized to the dwell time and used to form an image based on the coded-aperture deconvolution algorithm [10] . This provides a 19-pixel image that is added to the correct 19-pixels of the world map at the 55-m range. The distance-specific array is erased, the next pixel boundary is computed and this is recorded together with the new start time for this source range. Finally, the grayscale histogram is updated and more data is processed.
B. Mask/Anti-Mask Data Handling
The imager can be run with the mask in either a "mask" or an "anti-mask" configuration. These different configurations are used to remove spurious background from the images as originally pointed out in [11] . Specifically, the coded aperture image process generates an image based on the variation in counts versus position across the face of the detector. These variations are supposed to be due to the shadow cast by the mask. However, variations are also possible due to radiation scattered off of nearby structures, radiation incident from other directions and even shielding of inside pixels by those on the edge of the detector array. A summation of equal-time exposures with the mask and its inverse should show no variation of counts versus position. Any variations that exist are extraneous and introduce artifacts in the image. The mask plus anti-mask data set can be subtracted from each of the separate runs before the image is generated to remove this noise. However, as shown in [12] , this procedure is the same as adding mask-only data and subtracting anti-mask-only data from the image. This is the approach taken here, so that if the mask is in the anti-mask configuration, the data accumulated in the short-term detector is subtracted from the distance-specific detector. The image generation multiplies these values by plus or minus one so that both positive and negative counts can occur in an image. In general the mask (anti-mask) only image is greater (less) than zero due to the non-modulated background in the detector (see Fig. 5.) 
C. Error Estimation
To first order, the statistical error in any single pixel of a coded-aperture image is given by the square root of the total number of counts in the entire detector [13] . This follows since the image deconvolution process is linear. Here, this simple observation is complicated by the fact that multiple images, each normalized to their own dwell times, are added to generate the final world-image at any given distance. Therefore, the variance in any given pixel, , is (3) where is the number of counts in the th image and the appropriate dwell time for that image. To keep track of this, an additional summation is made whenever a pixel boundary is encountered and a world map of this sum is maintained to provide the variance at any given pixel of the final image.
IV. PERFORMANCE
The completed imager was used to track past a one-millicurie, Cs source at a number of different velocities and distances. In all runs, only data in the 662 keV peak (590-730 keV) is used. Distances were fixed by the local parking lot and road structure and the requirements that the source remain inside its "assigned" building. For the first measurements, the source is mounted against the inside of the near wall of the building and the vehicle tracked past the source at a distance of 46 m at the slowest velocity that could be maintained reliably ( 5 km/h). The building is a tall, corrugated metal-sided structure with minimal, unknown wall thickness. Fig. 11 . Data collected around Livermore, California. Two passes (mask and anti-mask) were made, each at 16 km/h. On the left is the imaged data; on the right is the histogram of counts per second. The top trace of the counts-per-second histogram is the full-energy band from 50 to 2700 keV. The bottom trace is for the Cs-only energy band from 590 to 730 keV multiplied by a factor of ten, to better match the range of the full-energy data in the plot. From top to bottom, the data correspond to runs 1, 2, 4 and 5 of Fig. 10 . Note that the bottom run passes under the freeway. The increases in count rate at 125 m and 200 m correspond to passing under the two four-lane bridges. It is important to note that these are the most obvious features found in any background run and that they do not show up in the corresponding image. The grayscale of each image is independent, running from the minimum to the maximum value of that image. Of the 12 639 pixels from these runs, a total of 61 pixels are more than 3 sigma above zero and 5 are more than 4 sigma above zero.
The track past the source at 46 m with the imager in the anti-mask configuration is shown in Fig. 5 . The top panel of the figure shows the complete grayscale image for the full set of distances on 10 m centers. The source is clearly visible in the center of the image. The middle panel shows the count histogram of the 45 m distance world map, clearly revealing a significant detection ( 10 sigma). The bottom plot shows the counts-per-meter histogram obtained without imaging. Although the source is also visible as the broad "bump" in the counts-per-meter histogram, as shown in Section V, such an assignment could not be made without imaging or a priori knowledge of the background.
In Fig. 7 we present the results for a 5 km/h track past the source at a range of 66 m. The grayscale image at the top of the figure shows the combined mask/anti-mask data. This does not suffer from the large offset in counts observed in Fig. 5 . The histogram of world pixels at 65 m is plotted below the image for the mask pass, the anti-mask pass and for the combined data as shown in the image. The offsetting nature of the two passes is clearly evident. The significance of the peak is determined by dividing the number of counts in the peak by the variance in each pixel derived using (3) . This makes the implicit assumption that the expected counts are zero-a fact borne out by our analysis of many pixels at 85 m (see Fig. 12 and associated discussion below.)
Finally, we moved the source to the far side of the building to obtain a track past the source at 83 m. This image (Fig. 8) was obtained traveling at 16 km/h. It also includes effects from all of the structural components of the near wall of the building. The counts histogram at 85 m is given in the middle panel of the figure. The peak represents a 3-sigma departure from zero counts, indicating that a detection has been made. The counts/sec histogram is shown in the bottom panel. It is hard to imagine any argument that would allow one to conclude that the source is present based on that data alone. The data in Fig. 9 shows a scan past the same location with the source removed.
V. BACKGROUND MEASUREMENTS
In addition to the tracks past the Cs source, a number of measurements were conducted at various locations in the Livermore area. A GPS receiver was used to map the scan sites, some of which are shown in Fig. 10 [14] . Note that the GPS data is not currently embedded in the data stream and is therefore not used for analysis. For each of these runs, the imager velocity was maintained at 16 km/h and both a mask and an anti-mask pass were made. As with the source data, alignment was performed by sighting on objects next to the roadway. This provided a few meters uncertainty between the successive passes due to the higher speeds used in these runs. The images and non-imaged counts-per-meter histogram for a number of these runs are shown in Fig. 11 . Unlike the source tracks, this data represents the full spectral range (50 keV to 2.7 MeV) of the imager. (Scaled data for the Cs energy band is shown in the counts-per-meter histograms for comparison.)
VI. DISCUSSION
It is clear that the imager allows one to determine the presence of small sources out to distances beyond 80 m-a feat not possible with a non-imaging system. While the 3-sigma significance of the detection at the longest range is not sufficient to conduct a search for unknown sources, it does provide a proof of the value of imaging.
To verify the statistical confidence in the 83-m detection, we played back the various background runs using the Cs-only energy cut used to generate Fig. 8 . For each of the fully-imaged pixels at 85 m, we calculated the deviation from zero. The data is shown as a histogram in Fig. 12 . A total of 435 pixels are included in the analysis. They have a mean value of 0.12. A chi-square minimization fit to a Gaussian [15] generates the curve shown in the figure. This has a reduced chi-square of 1.29 and a one-sigma width of 1.00 0.07. This clearly indicates that the statistics have been handled correctly in the imaging, and that the sigma values are normally distributed.
It is interesting to note that the mean value of the image is zero. One clear interpretation is that strong sources are not present in the image. This is not unexpected since a building- sized source is necessarily a weak emitter per unit area-exactly the point of the imaging in the first place. However, to maximize the sensitivity possible from such an imager, the intensity and spatial-frequency distributions of the background must be better understood. Hints that some residual structure is present in the images come from the high number of 3-and 4-pixels found in the data of Fig. 11 . For the 12 600 samples we would expect only 15 pixels to be more than 3-above the mean and only 1 to be 4-high. However, it should be noted that a simple analysis cannot be applied to more than one distance set since there will be strong correlations between data at different ranges. More measurements with the instrument are planned to address these issues in the near future.
In contrast to the normally distributed background of the imaged data, Fig. 13 shows that the background of the non-imaged data varies in a systematic fashion (i.e., the variation is not given by counting statistics.) Its effect on search sensitivity is seen by recognizing that the full width at half maximum of a normally distributed background based on counting statistics alone would be 220 counts, or just over the width of one bin in the histogram. Thus, if counting statistics dominated, then one could set a 50% probability of detection threshold at the mean value (8955) plus 5 sigma (475) or 9430 counts. Hence, one needs 500 counts from the source for a 50% probability of detection.
In fact, since systematic errors dominate, one can only approximate the number of source counts for which a 50% probability of detection occurs. To calculate this one sets a threshold at 5-above the highest counts likely from the region (or 5-above 13 620, for 14 215 counts.) The source counts required is then the difference between this number and the median of the distribution (8600.) This gives well over 5000 counts, meaning that the source must be 10 times larger than in the ideal case that imaging approximates. Even then, the number is tentative since it requires that one knows the maximum number of counts would be expected from the region to be swept. Otherwise, one must deal with false alarms from any location where the threshold is exceeded. This is hard to estimate since the peak counts expected from a region will vary with weather, and changes to and movement of materials within the region.
VII. CONCLUSIONS It is clear that the imager allows one to determine the presence of small sources out to distances beyond 80 m. Further, to first order, the data is normally distributed about zero, allowing one to generate confidence intervals on the fly. A simple analysis shows that the imager can provide a 10-fold increase in sensitivity over non-imaging techniques. This follows because point sources are indistinguishable from background variations in an omni-directional detector. We are continuing to take background measurements to better understand the true background variations. Future plans include locations further from LLNL. These additional measurements will allow us to design an optimized, truly fieldable instrument.
